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My history

● Early 1981: intense messenger training from Dr. Samuel Lee
● Summers 1981-83: intensive training to speak at large UBF summer conferences
● Christmas 1983: accepted Christ personally through one of Dr. Lee’s messages
● 1983-1992: Typed Dr. Lee’s weekly Sunday messages and rehearsed them with him
● 1983-1992: Message training workshops with Dr. Lee, Sarah Barry & UBF staff
● 1983-2013: Message training with: 1) directors who came to Chicago for help; 2) 

conference speakers in Europe, Russia, Africa; 3) messengers at North American ISBCs 
and staff conferences

● September 1992 to present: weekly Sunday messenger at Lincoln Park UBF



What I learned from the training:
Raising young messengers

● The first time I received message training I was 20 years old
● The next three summers, while in college, I continued receiving intense 

message training
● I was allowed to speak at large UBF conferences, though I was so young
● It was moving that Dr. Samuel Lee poured himself into raising young Bible 

messengers
● There was a risk; it took courage, conviction and vision



What I learned from the training:
Humility

● Outwardly I was nice, but inwardly I was quite proud
● I was at a prestigious school studying philosophy
● Message training involved becoming aware of God’s holy presence and 

learning to tremble at his word (Isa66:5)
● Memorizing Scripture reinforced learning to put God’s word ahead of 

human ideas
● A messenger has to empty himself, like our Lord Jesus did (Php2:7)



What I learned from the training:
Becoming Christ-centered

● My first message preparation: Easter, 1981
● Memorized all of 1 Corinthians 15, then all three of Dr. Lee’s manuscripts 

on the chapter; content was hard to understand
● Others who joined at first were falling away and being replaced; scary
● Once it was only Dr. Lee and me; to begin the session, he wanted to sing 

the hymn “Beneath the Cross of Jesus” together
● Through the lyrics of that hymn I realized that Christ was at the core of 

what he was thinking/doing



What I learned from the training:
Let a Bible passage speak to my inner problems

● Summer, 1983: main speaker for third year at Niagara Falls summer conference
● Passage was John 4; Dr. Lee told me I was just like the Samaritan woman, 

endlessly thirsty for love and never satisfied
● My pride was hurt; I got angry and did poorly delivering the message; later I 

repented and met Christ personally; God set me free from seeking love
● Sarah Barry remembered this failure and helped me in 2003 to speak again on 

John 4 at our summer conference at Wheaton College
● I used all my training to prepare in advance for three months; people responded
● Not using people for a show but helping them accept God’s word and change



What I learned from the training:
Base our messages on the author’s point

● Each mission field/context has its own culture, style and approach
● Message training is not trying to make everybody conform to one style and 

all sound the same, but helping people meaningfully reveal God’s word
● Common problem: people assume they know what the passage is saying
● In fact, without careful study they actually build their message on their 

common sense understanding or what they want to say
● Frankly, this limits the power of God’s word to work in people’s hearts
● We need to study until we grasp the author’s point



Pastor’s personal struggle 

“The pastor’s soul is the crucible for the Bible message”

● “Crucible” = small bowl that can withstand extremely high temperature to 
melt metal; represents severe trials, intense personal struggles

● Can indicate personal repentance, real humility, acceptance of God’s truth
● Produces deep awareness of God and love for him
● Produces genuine affection for Christ and for his people
● Pastor’s soul needs to be truly in love with God and truly in love with his 

people; these are the “subtext” of any Bible message; without this deep 
love, messages sound “noisy” (1Co13:1)



Definition of Bible message

“Move sinners’ hearts with the word of God”

● Careful explanation, reasoning, logical development: speak to the intellect
● Reaction, emotion, deeper understanding of humanity: speak to the heart
● In these ways we express genuine respect for our audience
● It’s not a performance, for entertainment, avoid sounding artificial
● Conversational style, as if speaking with a child
● If we stand before God with real reverence and an personal struggle to 

accept it, his word will move people’s hearts to repentance and faith



Pastor needs to know/care for his audience

● If we truly know/care for our audience, our messages will not “beating the 
air” (1Co9:26)

● Know their dreams, their fears, their deepest, unspeakable agonies
● In order to really know our people like this, we can’t be hiding in our office; 

we need to be with our people closely, have them constantly in our prayers



Pastor needs to know/care for his audience

● It’s not about us
● Our goal in preaching should be to communicate God’s truth to our people 

so as to build them up in Christ, to help them be fully equipped to serve 
him (2Ti3:16,17)

● Eagerly desire for our people to experience “life to the full” 
(Jn10:10)--God’s peace, joy, hope and love–have a most meaningful and 
beautiful life serving the Lord

● This happens when our people are well-fed with the word of God



Fundamental approach to message preparation

2 Timothy 2:15: “Do your best to present yourself to God as one approved, a worker 
who does not need to be ashamed and who correctly handles the word of truth.”

2 Timothy 3:15,16: “...and how from infancy you have known the Holy Scriptures, which 
are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is 
God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
righteousness…”

Hebrews 4:12: “For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper than any double-edged 
sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the 
thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” 



Importance of relying on the word of God

● Rely on God himself through much prayer
● Rely on the work of the Holy Spirit, both in me and in my audience
● Rely on the word of God itself
● Stay away from sounding too clever, expounding our own good ideas, 

trendy concepts, focusing too much on human experiences
● Humbly follow what the Bible is saying/teaching
● Quietly quote the Bible verses as if we really believe them, let those words 

speak to people



Three kinds of messages

● Expository: study a book of the Bible
● Textual: develop a theme based on audience needs, find answers in the 

Bible
● Topical: select a topic and research what the Bible says about it
● Textual and topical messages have a danger of taking things out of 

context, not giving people all of what the Bible teaches



Advantage of expository preaching

● Expository preaching: “the gold standard” of Bible messages
● Some limitations: certain passages seem unrelated to people’s 

struggles/needs
● Hard to do–requires careful study and preparation
● But through such study, we can discover the author’s point and rely on that 

as clear Biblical teaching
● This gives a messenger confidence, and his message, spiritual authority



Expository preaching: studying a book of the 
Bible

● Closely related to inductive method: Observation, interpretation, 
application, in all three steps always searching for the author’s ideas

● Begin writing a factual study of the entire book
● Throughout this study, pay careful attention to:

○ Who was the author? 
○ Audience? 
○ Purpose of writing? 
○ Genre(s)?



Expository preaching: studying a book of the 
Bible

● Based on your factual study, write your own outline of the entire book
● Draw a chart of the book’s contents–helpful to see “big picture”
● State the author’s main theme and list his other major themes
● Locate chapter/verse where the author makes natural divisions
● Develop a list of lessons, setting boundaries for the portion of Scripture in 

each lesson



Diving deep into a specific passage

● Read your passage in the original language (interlinear Bible, e.g. Mounce 
Reverse Interlinear New Testament in biblegateway.com, or,  lumina.org)

● Carefully record notes of your observations & questions
● Read your passage multiple times in the translation you will use (e.g. NIV 

or ESV)
● Compare with other English translations and take more notes



Diving deep into a specific passage

● Identify events occurring or mentioned in your passage
● Identify important words in your passage
● Note word repetition in your passage or throughout the book
● Whether used once or often, do a deeper word study of these key words



Diving deep into a specific passage

● Explore the cultural/historical context of the passage
● Identify important cross references
● Note any NT use of OT, any parallel passages elsewhere in the Bible
● Only after all this personal inductive study, then read two or three leading 

commentaries on the passage (check bestcommentaries.com)
● Some are classified as “technical” and others, “pastoral”



Writing the expository message: 
Passage outline and main idea

● Create an outline of your passage to see its structure and how author 
develops the main idea

● Review the main idea of your passage and how to develop it into the theme 
of your message

● What difference should this theme make in the lives of your audience? 
● How can it lead us to Christ?



Writing the expository message:
Message outline and theme

● Make an outline for your message (different from outline of passage)--use 
this as the basis for your writing

● Message outline should focus on how to communicate your main theme/idea
● Does the passage raise a question that your message will answer? Create a 

tension that gets resolved? Consider these when writing your message 
outline.

● Collect potential insights, illustrations, statistics, quotes, other supporting 
material for your main theme/idea (you won’t use all of this)



Writing the expository message:
Illustrations and application points

● Select illustrations and decide where to insert them in your outline
● If using people’s names, get their permission beforehand
● Stay away from politics and negative social commentary
● Locate places in your outline where application points will need to be made 
● How should truths in this passage apply to us? 
● What should we believe or do in light of this?



Writing the expository message:
Write in “spoken English”

● Learn the difference between spoken and written English
● Written English tends to have longer, more complex sentences
● It tends to sound more academic
● Write for the sake of speaking
● Spoken English uses shorter, simpler sentences with common expressions
● In either written or spoken: one idea per paragraph, with meaningful transitions
● Write out the body of your message, based on your outline, word for word 

(consider writing the introduction and conclusion last)



Use Basic Principles in Public Speaking

● Establish rapport with audience–personal introduction, smile, eyes
● Speaking from diaphragm–necessary to have strength to speak the entire 

message
● Pronunciation, articulation and intonation–all key to communicating 

meaning
● Pace and variety
● Use of humor



Preparing to Preach

● Pray God may speak to our audience
● Familiarize yourself with the written text of your message
● Read and speak it out loud as much as needed
● Pay attention to how long it takes to finish (aim for 30 minutes)
● Pay attention where to speed up or slow down
● Highlight Bible quotes and prepare to speak them more intentionally
● Locate places for humor, or where brief, further explanation might be 

helpful, or where final editing is required



Preaching the Word

● Goal is not to just read words but to speak from your heart and engage 
your audience

● Strategize to build to a meaningful climax, not sound the same from 
beginning to end

● Include real affection for Christ when preaching from the Gospels
● Listeners should have grasped the main idea clearly and be able to pray 

based on it (too many points and you’ll leave people confused)
● “How does my message magnify the love of God, the grace of our Lord 

Jesus, the work of the Holy Spirit?”
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